Alberta Adventure Divers
July 8, 2020
Dive night returns!
Book dive night on a new App!
We are so very excited to be diving again!!!
A few of us have completed some exploratory dives; we had a
great confined ‘open water’ session, and our first dive night was July 7. Sadly, for only the
second time anyone could remember, we could not get to dive on Tues., due to the thunder
storms.

Our socially distant dive night group!
Having fun at the non-diving dive
night. David teaching an expanding
Full Face Mask specialty course;
divers getting wet in the shallows;
tweaking equipment; and catching up
with news.

We have only seven dive nights left in this short dive season. To join us,
you can call Dan at the dive store, or better yet, download the new PADI
Adventures App and book dive night through it! We are looking forward
to using this new App. The App is free to download – its purpose is to help
certified divers find local dive events. The $10 fee to book dive night is for
your air fill! You can book dive night, equipment, and a dry suit. We’re
looking forward to the first booking on it!

Dive night changes:
 Boat traffic seems heavier this summer, fly a
flag and deploy a safety sausage for the swim to
the dock.
 Be aware of social distancing while gearing
up and visiting
 Hand sanitizer will be set out.
 Rental equipment is disinfected after each
use.
Mini-VIS party:
Thanks to Jim, Isaac, Ashley, Vance, and
Ian who came to help us vis cylinders for
the dive season. It was such a fun time!

Dive classes:
Alberta Adventure Divers is meeting the 2020
challenges with a solid instructional plan. Our student
divers will receive personalized instruction,
individualized training plans, and semi-private lessons,
with the goal to develop strong and confident scuba
divers.
We have re-designed our
Open Water dive classes
with considerations for
additional sanitization,
small class sizes, and no
pool sessions! Yes, scuba
instruction can be
completed in Alberta
without a pool for confined
water sessions: we will
review water clarity,
calmness and depth.

Our idyllic lake!

We are embracing the freedom offered with confined 'open water' dives in our lakes; rather than dealing
with restrictions of pool availability, limited access, no flexibility in times, etc. - at least for the summer!
Our inaugural confined ‘open water’ session
went off without a hitch! We are ready for
more! We’ll be reaching out to our students
to book dates, or call us to be added to the
schedule.
We’ll encourage new divers to consider our
unique bundled courses --- the OW Plus and
OW Deluxe packages. These bundles
provide our students with additional
instructional dives to consolidate their skills
while earning additional certifications.
Dive store: Fun fact: the ‘new’ dive store is now 10 years old! Time flies. We’ve
done a bit of reorganizing. Come and check out ‘Connie’s Corner’ – a cool
collection of treasures and hard to find items.
In cleaning out the shop, we’ve added ‘Dan’s Deals’. A collection of random items
we want to clear out! They’ll be on the
newsletter, and/or Facebook; as they come
up.
Dan’s Deals:
Aluminum table – rolls up for storage. $5
Fusion Sport Dry suit: size L/XL only:
Brand new, no SLT seals; no boots or UW.
Clear out at $525.
Contact the dive store from 8:30 to 5:30 (11 to 4 on Tuesday) to ask about Dan’s
Deals, dive classes, or anything else!
Meet Gabe Faas:
You are never too young to start
dreaming about scuba diving!
Thanks to Mark and Briana for
this fantastic picture of their
adorable son, at 2 weeks old.
Grandma and Grandpa look
forward to lots of adventures with
Gabe!
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from the newsletter, return the email
with ‘remove’ in the subject.

